2008 toyota tacoma radio

Discussion in ' 2nd Gen. Tacomas ' started by phantasm , Oct 15, Log in or Sign up. Tacoma
World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you
need to register for a FREE account. Pro comp wheels fit? Post Reply. I have been reading on
many in dash dbl din navigation radios. The pool of radios seems to be small. I have been
reading on Alpine and Kenwood. Anyone able to offer up any other models or brands? I like the
ability for wifi and Pandora style apps. Any help is appreciated. No ideas anyone? There has got
to be someone with an idea or direction to go in. I'm looking to get an appradio 3 to use my
phone for navigation, audio, video, etc. Saw it in person today and the screen is impressive. I
wasn't able to connect my phone, other than with Bluetooth no cable for it. However, the
Bluetooth was smooth and seemed to work well. I just got an Stock looking Ottonavi unit. I am
not a huge stereo guy, and prefer the stock look. If you don't mind the aftermarket units they all
make a double DIN unit that will work. The options are endless. I've had it 2 days and like it,
except I don't know how to stream music yet. Vantage , Oct 20, I am trying to find a navigation
radio with Android apps. WiFi, Downloadable content like YouTube etc. This day and age we
have to have that by now. I just cant find it yet. I have seen WiFi and Pandora but wth who wants
just Pandora. I want to add apps just like on our Android phones. I guess I will have to hold off
until technology catches up or a manufacturer gets with it. Last edited: Oct 23, I was pretty
surprised when I first shopped for my Tacoma and realized that the bluetooth compatibility was
pretty limited. Why can't the head unit screen mirror my phone GPS software? My phone has all
the apps and navigation I need, but why not have it something I can just keep in my pocket and
control the nav from the headunit? Seems like this would be super easy to have happen. I think
there is plenty of demand for in-dash navigation units. I would be happy to lose the clutter of
cords and mounts in my cars. Kenwood Garmin software and Alpine seem to be the best. I've
been using Garmin for many years. I think they have the best overall software package for North
America. I don't have any experience with the Alpine. In many locations, a smartphone or tablet
is good enough or even better than a standalone GPS, but the opposite is also true. Any area
with poor cellular coverage like in and around my hometown is a good place for a dedicated
GPS. The cellular data connection offers rich information that is unavailable through GPS. I use
both, often at the same time. No single map provider has the most current maps in every area,
so it helps to have access to more than one source. After re-reading the OP's various desires, I
can see that navigation is a small part of the desired solution. As far as I know, there is no
general-purpose in-dash unit with all of this functionality. I love the flexibility of an Android
tablet, but it falls down on the most basic task showing my personal bias here of offline
navigation, at least in the North American market. To make things worse, Garmin does not
include their newest technology in the IOS apps or the Kenwood in-dash systems. They reserve
their latest and greatest stuff for their own portable GPS units. Subaru also toyed with a
purpose-built in-dash GPS mount, but didn't put enough flexibility in the design to
accommodate the wide variety of sizes in various GPS units. There seems to be a market for
this, at least at the wholesale level. Scosche made a half-hearted Subaru-only attempt at an
iPad-only tablet mount, but quickly retreated. I'm guessing that the market can't support the
prices they would have to charge to make money at it. Customizers charge serious money for
fabricating one-off iPad mounts. DoorDing points out one of the most basic problems with the
current in-dash units, which is that they are "fixed in time" with respect to the integration of
emerging technology, and thus far cannot be upgraded to include new features as they become
available. My wife's Prius has the Toyota in-dash nav system. It sucks. Purchasing map updates
at the dealer retail price is equivalent to buying a brand new standalone Garmin every other year
and throwing the two-year-old unit straight into the trash. I like to stay pretty close to the
leading edge of the technology, so I typically replace my phone and tablets about every two
years, and my computers every years. The cost and complexity of in-dash units makes this a
very expensive strategy. The ultimate solution, which would satisfy everyone's desires, is
probably a general-purpose computer mounted in the car. People have been playing with this
for many years, and the OEMs are rumored to be headed down this road. When we will get there
is anyone's guess, but I wouldn't hold my breath. They are a royal pain to use in my Taco
because of the power cords and the lack of good mounting locations. They are targets for theft.
I would love to have a reasonably-priced iPad mount and the back-end modules to integrate it
properly into the car to replace the factory radio, but they just aren't here yet. Way more than
my two cents, Mike. I actually want the GPS only. The Android extras are just extras. Like you
said the radio is so expensive it may as well have the toys built in IMO. Again as you said all the
cords are way too much even with clever and time consuming routing. I work in the technology
field and I am a serious tech junkie. I build and repair Apple, Asus computers "heavy Asus
hardware fan" of course the builds are for gamers and FPS games like Battlefield 3 and 4. I do
not build computers for a living "only for fun and friends" I work in a Datacenter for the

corporate side used to be in the trenches I accepted a promotion recently. I actually am or used
to be impressed with the navigation in all my Androids until Google got their hands on the code.
They have simply ruined my love for the navigation app. My feeling is if I am going to put money
into a radio it may as well have what I want. Sadly as others are pointing out and I have found
with research the requests I have simply do not exist. I will most likely wait for the tech to catch
up. As for Ipads, Minis or Phones for navigation they work fine enough for me but installation
and a clean look are hard to come by. Toyota as you pointed out has limited options and who
the heck wants to mount an Android or Mini in the glove compartment how lame is that. Not
failing to mention theft and a sign that says break my windows. We need another option. In the
last 3 months. Steel Craft 5 in running boards. Katzkins Leather 2 tone interior. MB Vortec 16 in
wheels. Pending: De-chrome badges and grille, new tires. I am looking at the OttoNavi unit and
hope that provides what I need. It seems to fit the best. GuyWithCamera , Oct 24, I like my app
radio. I have the app radio 2 and it works great. I have a Kenwood DNX and really like it. I have
come to appreciate the backup camera. One of my best mods. The garmin gps is good, and the
map updates are free if you download them. Plus you don't have to stop the car to make
changes on the GPS. I do agree about buying a integrated GPS and being "locked in time".
Probably answering my own question but!!!! In order to use Pandora and such these apps must
your phone internet right? Show Ignored Content. Tacomas Metra 87 - 94 Toyota Vehicle
Harness. Black Spline Drive Lug Nuts 12x1. Denso Oxygen Sensor. Free shipping. Username or
email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password
is: Forgot your password? The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Toyota Tacoma based on all problems
reported for the Tacoma. Iphone will not stay connected with my bluetooth radio making it able
to have hands free calling. I am using a iphone 11pro max. See all problems of the Toyota
Tacoma. Radio come off and on off. This is a distraction as you drive trying to figure out how to
reconnect you devise. My entune audio system froze up while using a usp plug. I tried to turn
off the audio system and the song kept playing. I tried switching to the radio and the buttons
would not respond. I removed the usb plug and it still kept playing for about 2 minutes and than
it finally stopped. I was driving at the time. Reboot occurs while vehicle is in motion at any
speed, during any driving condition. As the hu reboots, driver is unable to use rear-view camera
and any other feature displayed in hu. Road attention is affected since driver is distracted by the
screen going black and on again. Also if driver is in a call has to end call from the phone and
call again using the phone. No message or error code was displayed on hu. Dealer asked to film
the issue with the cellphone in order to service the hu. Dealer is encouraging the use of phone
while driving to film an issue that they should check by looking for the hu error log. Moreover, I
found in forums and youtube people reporting this rebooting issue in entune hu since The
vehicle only have 2k miles and 3 month from bought and hu have shown reboot issue at least 20
times while connected to cellphone via bluethooth. I have owned my Toyota Tacoma for 18
months and my radio has had problems every since I bought it. Toyota supposedly has ran
tests on it every time I brought it in at 5, mile oil changes and tire rotations. It still randomly cuts
off and takes forever to come back on. It also will end a call while I'm on the phone with
someone or disconnect my phone while I'm on the phone with someone and won't connect
back. Today I took it up there and I just hit 37, miles today and now they want to tell me I need a
new radio but it's not under warranty after I hit 37, miles so I will have to pay for it myself. It is
now being taken up with Toyota since I have told them about it since I bought the truck. Could
be a safety issue of control of vehicle for drivers not paying attention. Toyota dealer said the
root cause was a bad cell in battery that caused the ign 2 fuse to be blown. These batteries have
known issues to be bad from the factory. Reported earlier about miles the factory battery would
not start vehicle and dealer said they replaced because of a bad cell. I own a Toyota Tacoma
also , same model and make as being reported and that battery has been replaced 2 times for
same reason. My model came with a entune radio. They use software. Sometimes the radio
works just fine or it might turn off and restart or the bluetooth works then doesnt. It has been a
number of wacky problems. Other people have complained on you tube and the internet. Toyota
ignores the problems. When the vehicle is turned on in cold temperatures the radio turns off
and shows a error message every now and then. This is the second time the vehicle does it, it
was taken to the dealer a couple of years ago for the same reason, the problem was fixed then
but it is doing it again. This keeps any hot air from blowing into the cab and through the
defroster. This decreased air volume from hvac vents will not heat the cab in cold weather and
will not properly defrost the windshield in wintry conditions as no hot air will blow. Toyota
service bulletin t-sb covers this costly repair. The inability of the defroster to provide hot air to
the windshield has caused me to pull over several times due to inability to see through it either
from internal condensation or from ice buildup during times of precipitation and freezing

conditions. This condition occurs in all modes of operation, both driving or idling in park. Air
velocity tapers off as the heat control is increased to the right to the higher settings effectively
cutting off hot air flow into the cab. This is both when the vents are open and when in
recirculation mode. See attached file for reference. Primary safety concern is visibility through
the windshield during inclimate weather and occupant safety in colder conditions. This is not a
new problem with my vehicle- but has recently become a very significant safety concern due to
recent weather conditions and temperatures. I cannot load the pdf file t-sb as it is too large.
First 3 weeks ago or so my radio shut itself off then on again, repeated that 3 time since then.
Seatbelt chime went off like I just started driving again while I was driving. Dash transmission
indicator light faded and re-lit. While parked and engine running trac control off light and auto
lsd light came on. Truck wont start, replace and purchase battery and warranty with non stock
battery two times. Sent the truck to the dealer to replicate the situation, both instances gave the
truck clean slate. On the second time, dealer replace the alternator due to lower than 14 amps
and replace the battery the third time. After three weeks, the truck wont start again, and sent the
truck to the dealer to replicate the situation. Again the truck was given a clean bill of health. The
dealer keep showing me tape result of test on the battery, accepting the charge, the alternator
and charging amps output. The dealer eliminated any parasitic device that eats more power or
wakes up when a device are suppose to be sleeping. I need help. It would randomly come back
on after a few minutes or sometime minutes later. The radio acts erratically and unpredictably. It
changes stations, turns itself off and on, etc. Sometimes the controls, such as the volume, are
nonresponsive, so the radio cannot be turned down or off when needed. Since fiddling with the
radio usually makes it eventually start working again, it is a distraction hazard. I have drifted
over the yellow line trying to get it working again. The dealer has acknowledged the defect but
refused to repair it. It is an ongoing problem. The dealer said it is a very common problem but
Toyota will not provide replacement parts. I believe few people report it because the radio is not
seen as a safety issue, but it is a serious distraction. Radio in my Toyota has turned itself off
three seperate times without explanation. Vehicle has 10k miles on it. Like a great many other
people, I am experiencing major problems with the radio in my Toyota Tacoma. The radio turns
on and off randomly with no input from me. It also switches bands fm1 to fm2, etc. Sometimes it
refuses to turn on at all. Judging from the other complaints scattered around various forum
sites on the internet, this problem seems particularly prevalent in the "access cab," which is the
model I recently purchased. This bizarre behavior has been happening from the day I drove the
car off the dealers lot: the radio--which I thought was off-- suddenly began blaring at high
volume. After about one second, it. Turned itself off again. It was startling to say the least, and
I'm glad it didn't happen in heavy traffic. The radio exhibits some kind of "poltergeist"
manifestation almost every time I drive the vehicle. So far Toyota's response to my problem
also seems typical of what others are reporting. The company and the dealer appear to be
stonewalling and stalling. The internet is rife with complaints about the radio yet there is no
service bulletin presumably because there is only an indirect connection to safety issues and
the lawsuits they can bring. The service writer at my dealership stoutly maintained that he had
never heard of the problem. When I told him that I had found complaints all over the internet, he
attempted to convince me that I was the victim of internet hysteria--as if I couldn't tell when my
radio was turning on and off without human input. In spite of the fact that Toyota has known
about the problem for the better part of a year, the service writer tells me that "a technician will
have to examine the radio for defects and get part numbers and so forth before he can make
repairs. My husband and I purchase a Toyota Tacoma double cab 4x4 , on Friday may 22, , and
we are having problems with the transmission and the radio. When we are slowing down to turn
on a curve and when we depress the accelerator the transmission downshifts into what appears
to be the 1st gear. The engine will race up to a higher rmp as the car suddenly slows down. This
is definitely a safety hazard. This possess a possibility of an accident as our vehicle now slows
down quickly as we are coming out of the curve, light intersection or entering into an
intersection. This has been occurring since we purchased both vehicle. We took it to the dealer
to be checked, but cannot see anything wrong with it. They told me they can't do anything to
correct the issue. Toyota of st. Croix,us virgin islands. Radio has been ordered because in both
vehicles the radio doesn't work. It shuts off , and in the other one when you accelerate gas
pedal the volume goes down and sometimes up. What can you do to assist us. Thank you.
Radio turns on and off erratically, has been replaced once and is now doing it again,needs to be
replaced again unfortunately. The radio on my Toyota Tacoma access cab 4 cyl pick up
randomly turns off and back on. It also randomly changes channel frequency from set position,
and the lcd display screen is filled with unreadable characters. I was told by the dealership that
this has been a problem on all Toyota models and Toyota does not have any fix as of yet. I
wanted them to install a new unit and the dealership refused, stating that all of the radios were

defective and I would just be installing another defective unit. They advised me to call them
back 4 weeks later to see if Toyota had a fix yet. It has been 3 months now and no fix. Consumer
stated the radio turner assembly was inoperative. Stereo failed and replaced. Consumer states
that manufacturer admitted problem and they were putting out heavier front springs and
shocks, however this would be at consumer's cost, consumer states front and rear suspension
needs balanced. Speaker had to be replaced. Radiator was replaced due to leaking coolant. Car
Problems. Other Common Equipment related problems of Toyota Tacoma. Problem Category
Number of Problems Equipment problems Equipment problems. Adaptive Equipment problems.
Air Conditioner problems. Electrical Jack problems. Labels problems. The JBL factory stereo is
the nice factory upgrade and sounds great. Works with factory steering wheel controls. Verified
purchase: No. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1
of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information.
Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn
more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information
anythingaudiovideo Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information
Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if
the page does not update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is
full. Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping - items may be subject to customs
processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's customs office can offer
more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Item location:. Ships to:. This amount
is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated
between Thu. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling
time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping
service selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times
may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are
paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International
shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Add to cart to save with this special offer. If you Buy It Now, you'll only be purchasing
this item. If you'd like to get the additional items you've selected to qualify for this offer, close
this window and add these items to your cart. Buy only this item Close this window. Report item
- opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy
and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for
this listing. Fully tested and fully functional with minor cosmetic wear Minor surface blemishes.
Thank you. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not
specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a
shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP
Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be
shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic
handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment
details. Payment methods. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews. Great
sounding stereo The JBL factory stereo is the nice factory upgrade and sounds great. Works
with factory steering wheel controls X Previous image. Why is this review inappropriate? Back
to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window
or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new
window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. We
have thousands of parts that are quality checked and come with a standard 1 year warranty!
This part has been thoroughly inspected for quality assurance and includes a standard 1 YEAR
warranty! Extended warranties are also available for purchase; please call for details. If you
need any assistance please feel free to give us a call at Select Year Select Part 4x4 Axle
Actuator A. Not in Stock There's more where that came from! Connect With a Part Specialist!
Prefer to Speak with a real person? Give us a CALL. Toyota Tacoma Vehicle Fitment. Thorough

Quality Checks in place! Need Other Tacoma Parts? All items that are pulled from the shelf will
leave our location within 1 business day. Parts that must be dismantled from the vehicle will
leave within business days. We will not ship overseas under any circumstances. Best practice
is to ship to a friend or family in the Continental U. We are no longer able to ship outside of the
Continental United States. Shipping to Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and Canada is available for
select parts at an additional cost. Please contact us for more information. We will email tracking
information at the time of shipment. You can track your order from the order tracking tab on our
website homepage. If signature at time of delivery is desired, please contact us immediately.
Please contact us before buying if you have any questions or concerns about shipping. Thank
you! All rights reserved. Member Login New User? Sign Up Now! Username email id. Forgot
your password? Login with Facebook. Sign in with Google. Discussion in ' 2nd Gen. Tacomas '
started by phantasm , Oct 15, Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You
are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account.
Post Reply. I have been reading on many in dash dbl din navigation radios. The pool of radios
seems to be small. I have been reading on Alpine and Kenwood. Anyone able to offer up any
other models or brands? I like the ability for wifi and Pandora style apps. Any help is
appreciated. No ideas anyone? There has got to be someone with an idea or direction to go in.
I'm looking to get an appradio 3 to use my phone for navigation, audio, video, etc. Saw it in
person today and the screen is impressive. I wasn't able to connect my phone, other than with
Bluetooth no cable for it. However, the Bluetooth was smooth and seemed to work well. I just
got an Stock looking Ottonavi unit. I am not a huge stereo guy, and prefer the stock look. If you
don't mind the aftermarket units they all make a double DIN unit that will work. The options are
endless. I've had it 2 days and like it, except I don't know how to stream music yet. Vantage ,
Oct 20, I am trying to find a navigation radio with Android apps. WiFi, Downloadable content like
YouTube etc. This day and age we have to have that by now. I just cant find it yet. I have seen
WiFi and Pandora but wth who wants just Pandora. I want to add apps just like on our Android
phones. I guess I will have to hold off until technology catches up or a manufacturer gets with it.
Last edited: Oct 23, I was pretty surprised when I first shopped for my Tacoma and realized that
the bluetooth compatibility was pretty limited. Why can't the head unit screen mirror my phone
GPS software? My phone has all the apps and navigation I need, but why not have it something
I can just keep in my pocket and control the nav from the headunit? Seems like this would be
super easy to have happen. I think there is plenty of demand for in-dash navigation units. I
would be happy to lose the clutter of cords and mounts in my cars. Kenwood Garmin software
and Alpine seem to be the best. I've been using Garmin for many years. I think they have the
best overall software package for North America. I don't have any experience with the Alpine. In
many locations, a smartphone or tablet is good enough or even better than a standalone GPS,
but the opposite is also true. Any area with poor cellular coverage like in and around my
hometown is a good place for a dedicated GPS. The cellular data connection offers rich
information that is unavailable through GPS. I use both, often at the same time. No single map
provider has the most current maps in every area, so it helps to have access to more than one
source. After re-reading the OP's various desires, I can see that navigation is a small part of the
desired solution. As far as I know, there is no general-purpose in-dash unit with all of this
functionality. I love the flexibility of an Android tablet, but it falls down on the most basic task
showing my personal bias here of offline navigation, at least in the North American market. To
make things worse, Garmin does not include their newest technology in the IOS apps or the
Kenwood in-dash systems. They reserve their latest and greatest stuff for their own portable
GPS units. Subaru also toyed with a purpose-built in-dash GPS mount, but didn't put enough
flexibility in the design to accommodate the wide variety of sizes in various GPS units. There
seems to be a market for this, at least at the wholesale level. Scosche made a half-hearted
Subaru-only attempt at an iPad-only tablet mount, but quickly retreated. I'm guessing that the
market can't support the prices they would have to charge to make money at it. Customizers
charge serious money for fabricating one-off iPad mounts. DoorDing points out one of the most
basic problems with the current in-dash units, which is that they are "fixed in time" with respect
to the integration of emerging technology, and thus far cannot be upgraded to include new
features as they become available. My wife's Prius has the Toyota in-dash nav system. It sucks.
Purchasing map updates at the dealer retail price is equivalent to buying a brand new
standalone Garmin every other year and throwing the two-year-old unit straight into the trash. I
like to stay pretty close to the leading edge of the technology, so I typically replace my phone
and tablets about every two years, and my computers every years. The cost and complexity of
in-dash units makes this a very expensive strategy. The ultimate solution, which would satisfy
everyone's desires, is probably a general-purpose computer mounted in the car. People have
been playing with this for many years, and the OEMs are rumored to be headed down this road.

When we will get there is anyone's guess, but I wouldn't hold my breath. They are a royal pain to
use in my Taco because of the power cords and the lack of good mounting locations. They are
targets for theft. I would love to have a reasonably-priced iPad mount and the back-end modules
to integrate it properly into the car to replace the factory radio, but they just aren't here yet. Way
more than my two cents, Mike. I actually want the GPS only. The Android extras are just extras.
Like you said the radio is so expensive it may as well have the toys built in IMO. Again as you
said all the cords are way too much even with clever and time consuming routing. I work in the
technology field and I am a serious tech junkie. I build and repair Apple, Asus computers
"heavy Asus hardware fan" of course the builds are for gamers and FPS games like Battlefield 3
and 4. I do not build computers for a living "only for fun and friends" I work in a Datacenter for
the corporate side used to be in the trenches I accepted a promotion recently. I actually am or
used to be impressed with the navigation in all my Androids until Google got their hands on the
code. They have simply ruined my love for the navigation app. My feeling is if I am going to put
money into a radio it may as well have what I want. Sadly as others are pointing out and I have
found with research the requests I have simply do not exist. I will most likely wait for the tech to
catch up. As for Ipads, Minis or Phones for navigation they work fine enough for me but
installation and a clean look are hard to come by. Toyota as you pointed out has limited options
and who the heck wants to mount an Android or Mini in the glove compartment how lame is
that. Not failing to mention theft and a sign that says break my windows. We need another
option. In the last 3 months. Steel Craft 5 in running
audi a8 forums
isuzu tail lights
cadillac 4100 engine
boards. Katzkins Leather 2 tone interior. MB Vortec 16 in wheels. Pending: De-chrome badges
and grille, new tires. I am looking at the OttoNavi unit and hope that provides what I need. It
seems to fit the best. GuyWithCamera , Oct 24, I like my app radio. I have the app radio 2 and it
works great. I have a Kenwood DNX and really like it. I have come to appreciate the backup
camera. One of my best mods. The garmin gps is good, and the map updates are free if you
download them. Plus you don't have to stop the car to make changes on the GPS. I do agree
about buying a integrated GPS and being "locked in time". Probably answering my own
question but!!!! In order to use Pandora and such these apps must your phone internet right?
Show Ignored Content. Tacomas Metra 87 - 94 Toyota Vehicle Harness. Black Spline Drive Lug
Nuts 12x1. Denso Oxygen Sensor. Free shipping. Username or email address: Do you already
have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?

